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Grant Davis

New year new
challenges   
May I start by wishing you all

a very Happy New Year. What

will 2013 bring about for the

cab trade?

We will see the introduction of

the Nissan NV200 as it hits the

streets, and also the trade will

be introduced to the new

testing regime, with two MOTs

and a visual test undertaken by

new providers NSL. The cost of

the visual test will be £102 and,

as we all know, the cost of an

MOT can differ wherever you

go. 

War at 

Heathrow Airport 
As you can see from the

story enclosed in this issue

of the Badge, the situation at

Heathrow needs resolving

before a passenger or a taxi

driver gets seriously injured. 

We at the club feel more

police are needed on the

ranks, not taxi drivers. I have

written to the Met

Commissioner raising the

Club’s concerns. 

Private Hire

numbers
The number of PH drivers

just keeps on growing as you

would expect in a recession,

but I feel pretty soon we must

demand that their numbers

be frozen. 

We are in a situation now

where TPH cannot even

successfully enforce the

present number of vehicles and

to have just a feeble force of

some 16 officers at night to

enforce the whole of London is

a joke. 

TFL have over 200 inspectors

on both the buses and the

underground, which makes our

enforcement officer numbers

look even more pathetic. The

public needs to be protected by

TFL and at present, the

situation on the streets of the

capital is already out of control.  

Editorial

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553
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Badge: Darryl

began by asking

Leon what the latest

situation was

concerning the 

future of Manganese

Bronze?  

Leon: He stated to us that there

was to be an

announcement by

the Administrators

PWC the following

week. He said that

he felt quite

confident that a buyer would be

found and take the company

forward.  

Badge: Grant mentioned to Leon

that TFL’s lack of response to the

taxi crisis just gave the perception

to drivers that the London taxi trade

was very low down in the list of

TFL’s priorities.   

Leon: Leon said that this simply

was not true at all and that the

London Taxi trade was a very

critical part of the transport system

in the capital. As far as Manganese

Bronze was concerned, TFL 

were not in a position to become

involved in the administration

process, as it could have been

seen as being unfair to other

manufacturers within the trade. He

also apologised for any of the

drivers whose vehicles were

coming to the end of their 15 years

and as such found problems renting

another taxi due to the recall of the

400 TX4’s. He also went on to say

that TFL had also helped drivers of

taxis that were 15 years old by

allowing them a 3 month

exemption.

Badge: Grant asked Leon if he

used taxis and what was his opinion

of the service he received?   

Leon: “Yes, I am a very regular

user of licensed taxis. At Christmas

for instance, me and my family

needed to get to Heathrow from 

Wapping, so instead of getting a taxi

to Paddington Station then a train, I

booked a taxi to take us all the way

there. The introduction of taxi Apps

has been fantastic for the trade and I

myself use it all the time. 

“However we at TFL wish to raise the

standards across the board regarding

the service which the public receive

from the taxi trade. Currently I believe

that it should not be a lottery as to

what level of service you can expect

from drivers. 

“We want the public to use taxis

because they want to� not because

they have to and TFL want to raise

the level of service the taxi trade

delivers to the public.”

Badge: Darryl suggested that one 

way of raising standards was to

make sure that enforcement levels

were drastically improved to, enable

drivers to reclaim much of the work

that had been lost to illegal touting!   

Leon: “I agree with your concerns

regarding the lack of enforcement

and I fully understand the frustrations

you are telling me. We have plans for

raising the levels of enforcement and

I have been out at night with the

enforcement teams and can see first

hand just how cagey the touts are in

evading prosecution. 

“There will be a reduction on the

licence fee this year and also we

urgently need new faces to come into

the enforcement team, as the touts

recognise the faces of many of the

team. The coverage, to be honest, is

microscopic to say the least. I myself

am currently undertaking training at

the moment to be part of the

enforcement team. 

“Be under no illusions that I am fully

aware of the problems facing the

licensed taxi trade by  illegal touts.

TFL have advised the Law

Commission that tougher laws need

to be introduced in London to help us

fight against the menace of illegal taxi
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LCDC TALKS TO
As we mentioned in the last edition of the Badge, on the 14th January myself,

(Grant Davis), and LCDC secretary Darryl Cox met up with Mr Leon Daniels, to

interview the Managing Director of Surface Transport at TFL...
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touts.”           

Badge: Darryl asked Leon if he

was aware that the LCDC had to

pay to employ our own security

guards at Nobu restaurant in the

heart of the West End to protect

licensed taxi drivers from illegal

touts? This proved such a success

that we were amazed that this

scheme was not implemented

throughout the capital, as this

proved to be a very cheap and

efficient way in dealing with touts.   

Leon: “I was not aware of this and

it may be something which I will

definitely look at for the future.”       

Badge: Grant - “At meetings I have

attended at Palestra, Helen

Chapman has informed me there

are no funds available for our

requests for new taxi ranks.” 

Leon: “That is not the case, there

are funds available.£

Badge: At meetings I have held

with Helen Chapman regarding

enforcement, Helen refuses to allow

police officers to go out with the

enforcement teams on a regular

basis, which means enforcement

teams cannot pull over cars to

inspect them - this is ridiculous.   

Leon: “I agree and cannot

understand why the police are not

out with enforcement teams on a

regular basis - it does not make any

sense not to do so.” 

Badge: Grant asked if TFL had any

plans in the future to scrap the 

C.O.F?

Leon: “No, not at all, we have no

plans nor desire currently to do so.”

Badge: Darryl: “Many in the trade

feel that Sir Peter Hendy and

yourself are anti-taxi trade - is this

true?”

Leon: “As I have already stated, I

use taxis a hell of a lot and Peter

uses more taxis than me!

Personally I feel very strongly that

some drivers once they have

completed the KOL do not keep up

the commitment to the trade

which they showed whilst doing the

Knowledge. In today’s world

everything is geared to customer

service and I feel sometimes that

there are quite a few drivers out

there who have not grasped this

concept. 

“If the London taxi trade is to

survive and flourish then it needs to

up its game in how it delivers its

service to the public.”    

Badge: Deloitte recently undertook

a review of TPH. When will the

results be published?  

Leon: “Deloitte have finished the

review and I am in the process of

reviewing their findings. I will shortly

be recommending changes to how

TPH is currently being run.” 

Badge: Thank you for your time. 

LEON DANIELS 
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Sir Bernard Hogan-Howe

Commissioner Of police Of The Metropolis

14th January 2013

Attacks On Licensed Taxi Drivers By

Heathrow Touts

Dear Sir Bernard, 

I would like to bring to your attention the very sinister developments that are

currently taking place involving taxi marshals at Heathrow airport.

Despite numerous letters which I have written to Chief Superintendent Bert

Moore who is based at Heathrow Police Station highlighting our concerns in

using taxi drivers as “pseudo” police officers to “police” the terminals at

Heathrow, nothing has been done and the situation at Heathrow is now

critical. We believe it is only a matter of time before either a passenger or

taxi driver is killed.

I have included some recent photographs that show two separate taxi

marshal vehicles that have been vandalised and even had their brake lines

cut, putting not only the driver’s safety at risk but also their passengers. 

The shocking aspect of this is that these attacks happened at the marshal’s

home address.

We are very concerned that this seems to be the work of an organised

crime syndicate that not only operates at Heathrow but also throughout the

capital. Whilst I appreciate how busy you must be, we feel that a meeting

with all parties should be arranged to discuss this problem before it

escalates any further.

Yours sincerely

Grant Davis, Chairman

Illegal touts wage war on
taxi marshals at Heathrow
We all know times are

tough and will no doubt get

tougher in the coming year,

but as you can see from the

picture below the illegal taxi

touts who infest the

terminals at Heathrow have

really upped the anti by

attacking taxi marshal’s

vehicles as they were

parked outside their homes.
For years, the Club has been

banging the drum for a more

prominent police presence and

these recent events illustrate

only too well the problems that

have festered due to the lack of

a decent police presence.

In the capital, TFL do not use

taxi drivers to go out with them

and undertake enforcement of

the private hire, so why should it

be any different at Heathrow?

BAA have in their budget

money set aside for

enforcement but choose to use

taxi drivers as free labour and

offer them rides into town as

“payment”. 

If BAA wish to continue to use

cab drivers as marshals at

Heathrow then they should be

paid accordingly for their

services and not, as currently

happens, be given rides into

town as “payment in kind”. 

This would mean that the

drivers do not gain an unfair

advantage over their fellow cab

drivers who duly wait their time

in the feeder park. Taxi marshal’s vandalised Mercedes Vito

Chairman Grant Davis writes to Metropolitan Police Commissioner

expressing his concerns over a tax on taxi marshals Sir Benard Hogan-Howe replies
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TFL Announce new inspection sites

Check for your nearest test centre below:
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Alan’s Angle

Camden is working with the

Seven Dials’ Trust to make the

Seven Dials area more

attractive for residents and

businesses, as well as

encouraging more people to

walk and cycle.

Taxis and other vehicles use

Monmouth Street, Earlham

Street and Shorts Gardens as a

short cut to avoid traffic queues

on Shaftesbury Avenue.

Therefore these streets are

often busy with traffic, which

makes the area less pleasant for

residents and businesses.

The Council would like to

undertake a trial closure of

Earlham Street at the junction

with Shaftesbury Avenue, (the

closure would not apply to

cyclists). 

In addition, it is proposed to

change the direction of traffic in

Tower Street to one-way

eastbound (from Earlham Street

to Monmouth Street). Therefore,

traffic on Earlham Street would

be able to exit Seven Dials via

Tower Street and Monmouth

Street (south). Traffic would also

be able to access Shaftesbury

Avenue via Mercer Street (west).

The closure would reduce

traffic on Earlham Street and

Monmouth Street (north),

making these streets more

attractive, as well as

encouraging people to walk and

cycle. The closure is likely to

lead to an increase in traffic on

Mercer Street (west); however

this route may not be as

attractive to use as a short cut.

The closure should also help to

reduce congestion on

Shaftesbury Avenue, as

currently vehicles turning out of

Earlham Street block other traffic

approaching the traffic lights.

The closure of Earlham Street

at the junction with Shaftesbury

Avenue will be on a trial basis

for 6 months. During the trial,

traffic surveys will be undertaken

to assess the impacts of the

closure. After the 6 month period

Camden will make a decision on

whether to make the closure

permanent or not.

Earlham Street to
shut for 6 months

London Bridge
Station update

Beware of over ranking 
Reports have been received about taxis over ranking at:

Belvedere Road, Waterloo, Selfridges, Oxford Street , Upper

Tachbrooke Street, Victoria and Harrow Road/Edgware Road.

Taxis over ranking at these locations causes problems for other taxi drivers,

cyclists and buses. The police have advised us that if taxis continue to

overrank, enforcement activities will be conducted and any driver over

ranking risks being issued with a PCN. This is a announcement from LTPH,

the very same people who let Private Hire illegally park up and ply for hire

every night. Once again the  Taxi trade appears to be the whipping boy when

it come to law enforcement. Could it be nicking drivers in the daytime is a lot

easier target than dealing with the illegal activities of PH  through out the

capital after dark.   I have complained as to why there are no

announcements on there twitter feed regarding PHV illegally parking up and

plying for hire, this has now changed and the odd announcement is now

filtering through.

London Bridge bus station is

currently closed as a result of a

sewer collapsing in London

Bridge Street. The station is

expected to be closed for

approximately 12 weeks to allow

the sewer to be repaired. The taxi

rank in the bus station will not be

operational during the closure and

there has been some confusion

about what the temporary

arrangements for taxis are. 
During this closure a temporary taxi

rank has not been set up in Tooley Street

and the loading bays in Tooley Street

have not been suspended. This means

that taxi drivers must not stop and wait in

the loading bays in Tooley Street, as the

normal loading bay restrictions apply and

any driver who stops and waits risks

being issued with a Penalty Charge

Notice (PCN) by the police. Taxis parking

in the loading bays in Tooley Street are

also obstructing other road users,

including taxis, and causing congestion

in the area. 

Whilst the bus station is closed a

temporary taxi rank has been set up in

St Thomas Street, with the head of the

taxi rank next to the bus stop shelter

(stop K) and the bus stands have been

suspended. All passengers wanting a

taxi will be directed towards the rank in

St Thomas Street.

Forged £20 notes
Drivers beware, 2 youths aged

between 18/20 were trying to pay

for fares around the Vauxhall

Cross area last weekend with

fake £20 pound notes. 
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Lee Maynard: “It is the best
Xmas present I’ve ever had”

LCDC Member - Rob Colins

The recent demise of HMV,

Blockbuster and our own LTI,

offers a stark reminder to us all

that those who think they are

immune from the march of

progress, sooner or later

become a distant memory. 
A brief look at our three established

circuits (originally set up to assist

drivers, remember) begs the question:

'In an increasingly high tech business,

where is the innovation that benefits

ordinary working drivers?' For the

most part it's as if innovative new kids

on the block; Get Taxi (who are

actually winning accounts from the

likes of Addison Lee, instead of just

nicking them from one of the other taxi

circuits), Hailo, cab:app etc. have

never existed. The only response

being the DAC app which already

appears to be a dead duck and I

doubt the soon to be launched

ComCab app will fare much better. 

I believe this is mainly due to it being

a new shiny high tech way of

delivering the cab trades version of

"old Spanish ways" with over the

meter 'add-ons' (run-ins and booking

fees) that frighten our customers away

- coupled with an age old policy of

restricting driver access to the app.

Cynics may suggest this is a

shambolic run down with our own

circuits happy to use us as a rainy day

back up to private hire, as all three

now make handsome profits from their

Private Hire activities, but far be it for

me to cast such aspersions. 

Finally, and following on from my

last point, all three radio circuits

demand exclusivity from drivers.

They insist drivers do not use the

likes of Get Taxi, with the threat of

expulsion looming. However, these

same circuits do not reciprocate this

exclusivity by directing work solely to

licensed taxi cabs: with one

particular circuit actually owning its

own private hire business. An

untenable hypocrisy, indicative of

their questionable treatment of the

London taxi trade.

When longstanding LCDC

member Lee Maynard went

to work on a Saturday

night as usual he had no

idea as to what problems

he was to encounter later

that night.
In the early hours of Sunday

morning Lee picked up a fare in

Piccadilly, who asked to be taken

to Pimlico. Lee agreed and set off

going down towards Victoria when

all of a sudden the passenger

informed him that he would need a

cash point on route - “ no problem”

said Lee.

It was when the passenger

returned to the window that things

started to turn nasty.

“The guy asked me how much

the fare was and I said £8.60”

When Lee handed back his

change the guy started to shout

out why would he give a tip to a

right C##t  such as Lee!

“ I tried to hand him his change

back but then he just lunged at me

through the window, attacking me,

scratching all my arm”.

Lee then tried to drive away but

the drunken passenger ran

alongside the taxi swearing and

shouting abuse. Lee then saw the

passenger fall over and after

turning round to look at him he

headed to Belgravia Police station

to report the incident.

“Whilst I was there a police car

turned up and the officer said that

there was a witness who saw

everything and said that I had

dragged him along the street by

trapping his arm in the window.

“I was locked up and called the

Club’s 24hr solicitors at 4am

informing them of my predicament.

The club’s solicitors turned up and

were with me throughout the

interview.

“I was charged with ABH and I

remember getting home on that

Sunday not knowing what to say to

my wife. This is where the Club’s

solicitors really did the business by

demanding copies of the CCTV

footage and then employing a

expert who can enhance the

footage to show what really

happened.

“After three separate hearings at

Magistrates’ court, I finally ended

up at Southwark Crown Court,

where the Club’s solicitors showed

the enhanced CCTV footage

showing that the passenger had

run alongside the taxi and at no

time did I trap his arm in my

window. Also the footage showed

that at no time did the so called

witness actually watch what was

happening.

“The case was not only thrown

out by the Judge but he also

apologised that the case had got

so far. As a result we were

awarded costs.

“I cannot put into words just how I

felt to get off and I owe it all to the

efforts of the Club. 

“For just 50 pence a day to be a

member of the club I urge all you

guys and girls out there not

already members to join up for

peace of mind, as this could

happen to anyone of us and at

any time.

Be smart, be aware, 
join the LCDC

Times they are a changin’

LCDC Member - Lee Maynard
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

BAA IS anxious to suppress news

of the turf war that’s now being

fought at Heathrow against

organised gangs of minicab touts.

The touts regard Heathrow as their

legitimate territory and they are not

only from the London area, the rich

pickings at Heathrow are drawing

minicab touts from as far away as

Leicester and Northampton. 

Three minicab touts were arrested

and charged in early January after two

cabs belonging to Heathrow taxi

marshals were extensively damaged.

It’s alleged that one of the damaged

cabs had its brake pipes cut and

according to information from CPS,

criminal damage with intent to

endanger life is an indictable offence

that can only be tried by a Crown

Court. A conviction can result in the

maximum penalty of life

imprisonment. 

Following reports of damage to the

marshals’ cabs, a well known BAA

manager claimed to have been

advised by Heathrow Police that the

number of taxi marshals in the

terminals needs to be increased

because there are too few marshals

to cope with threats posed by the

presence of the touts. After being

questioned by LCDC, the BAA

manager concerned retracted his

claim, but became confused and shot

himself in the foot by saying that the

marshals are not providing BAA with

enough anti-tout coverage during the

unsocial hours. At least one marshals’

spokesman is on record as having

fired back at BAA and hinted that the

marshals would consider doubling

their coverage in the terminals, in

exchange for BAA permitting them to

take ‘ back to back rides’ from the Taxi

System. 

LCDC chairman Grant Davis has

contacted Police Commissioner

Bernard Hogan-Howe to express the

taxi trade’s legitimate concerns about

having unpaid taxi marshals doing a

job that should only be done by police

officers. Even though the taxi trade

supplies BAA and Heathrow Police

with an army of unpaid taxi marshals,

senior officers at Heathrow Police

station refuse to admit that it’s

impossible for their six man police

tout-squad to maintain effective

control over marauding gangs of

touts. It’s time for the Chief

Superintendent Bert Moore of

Heathrow Police to use powers

granted to him under airport security

laws to advise BAA to employ either

professional security guards in the

terminals or a lot more police officers.

Whatever Heathrow Police decide to

do make the terminals a no-go area

for these dangerous criminal touts,

nothing lasting can be achieved until

BAA is induced to spend a lot more

money on anti-tout security. Last year,

BAA proudly announced that it had

saved millions of pounds on security

costs and quite obviously a great

chunk of that saving is due to BAA’s

‘employment’ of unpaid taxi marshals.

Taxis are available to the travelling

public at all hours of the day and night

at Heathrow and it has already been

calculated that it would cost BAA

literally millions to replace taxi

marshals with professional security

guards. If BAA had to employ police

officers instead of modestly paid

security guards, BAA’s security costs

would double. Despite many

successful convictions for driving and

insurance offences and banning

orders from the Courts, the minicab

touts are still a dominant group of

petty criminals operating in the

terminals.

HATDU and the Taxi Desks 
Last year, HATDU successfully

recruited volunteers to stand in the

terminals to observe how business

with potential taxi passengers is

conducted at HALTS’ taxi

information desks. Due to the

success of last year’s trial run, this

year the job of watching the desks

is going to be organised and

supported by all Heathrow trade

reps. The overall objective will be to

ensure that as few ‘walk ups’ as

possible get ripped off by paying

the fixed prices offered at the

desks. HALTS’ taxi desk contract

terminates at the end of June, but

whether or not HALTS makes a

come back in July or gets ousted by

a new BAA contractor , is a matter

over which the taxi trade at

Heathrow has very little control.

However, any new tenant on the

desks will be placed under

observation and they are going to

find it hard if not impossible, to

make a profit from ripping off ‘walk-

ups’ in the way that BAA has

allowed HALTS to do. 

If BAA puts the taxi desks out to

tender for a contract that starts in

July, interested parties will be

advised by the taxi trade of its

intention to monitor the desks and

to prevent them from taking

business away from Heathrow’s taxi

ranks. Colin Evans & Co have done

untold damage to the brand name

of London’s ‘black cabs’ at

Heathrow since they occupied the

taxi desks. Not surprisingly it’s been

established that overpricing of fixed

fares and non-use of meters for

compellable journeys, constitutes

criminal activity in the eyes of TfL .

But in this coming year, if TfL fails

to deal with the overcharging, the

trade will definitely implement the

plan to station volunteers near the

taxi desks to stop the rip-offs and to

advise ’walk-ups’ to go directly to

the ranks. 

Business Advice from BAA

and HALTS
Stansted Airport has now been sold

by Heathrow Airport Holdings (BAA)

for £1.5 billion to the Manchester

Airports Group. The Group is in turn a

holding company owned by ten

borough councils of Greater

Manchester. Given that BAA is

gradually shrinking, why is that when

taxi trade reps attend meetings with

BAA, BAA managers and HALTS

directors lecture everybody with their

latest ideas on how to ‘grow the taxi

product’ ? On their showing in the

world of business, neither BAA nor

HALTS have anything to teach

Heathrow taxi drivers. BAA is having

to sell off the family silver and HALTS

doesn’t have enough money in the

bank to make a start on paying off the

huge debts incurred by HALTS

directors when they unlawfully

stripped the original HALT

Cooperative of its business assets. In

December’s Badge, BAA and HALTS

were invited to provide evidence that

the TfL Board has given approval for

HALTS or any other company to

operate a fixed fare scheme at

Heathrow Airport. Not a word from

anybody has reached the LCDC

office and that’s simply because there

isn’t any evidence. HALTS’ chairman

Colin Evans is talking hot air when he

tries to give the impression that he

has the backing for HALTS’ fixed fare

schemes from supposedly influential

contacts within TfL.



GRAHAM LONG

Greetings to all cabbies, green and

yellow badges, and to all Knowledge

boys and girls, I hope the New Year

has started well for you. 

As a night-time driver, I am very sad to

see the continued illegal minicab activity

and touting. What is more disturbing is

that we cabbies feel the need to set up

our own hit squads to try to deal with

these problems. These issues should

certainly be dealt with by Transport for

London. 

I, along with 20,000 other green badge

drivers (I’m not sure how many yellow

badge drivers there are) all pay TfL £299

every three years. What exactly are we

getting for our money?

I thought that part of this subscription

was to fund TfL’s enforcement team. The

only evidence of this that I have seen

during my career as a cab driver, is to be

asked to produce my badge and bill, yet

every night I drive past the Fabric Club, to

name one of many, I see continual lines

of minicabs quite clearly touting for

business. This is both law-breaking and

stealing from honest cabbies such as

myself. There is only so much frustration

that one can endure. 

I am also growing very frustrated with the

number of cab drivers I am seeing

with one identifier displayed. Why is

this? The last one I saw was a yellow

badge plying for hire in Elephant and

Castle! 

We have been told not to say anything

but to report this sort of behaviour, but I’m

sorry to say that when I asked the driver

to switch off his light, and challenged his

display of only one identifier, I was met by

the most vile response. Incidents like this

get reported, but still this illegal practice

goes on. I wonder what punishments are

being meted out by TfL, if any.

Just before Christmas, at about 00.40 hrs,

one Friday, I decided to check the rank at

Fenchurch Street Station. 

Sure enough, two cabs were parked on

the rank with their lights off. I asked if they

were plying for hire, and it was that old

chestnut, “No, we’re pre-booked” they

replied. 

Soon enough, an unsuspecting couple

approached the station and are touted by

the first brooming cabbie. 

All of sudden I am offered a journey to

Earlsfield. I am sick of these brooming

cabbies trying to get the convenient ride

home to Essex. They are a disgrace to

the badge and to the trade that I am so

fiercely proud of. Where do people

think that the old joke comes  from,

“I’m not going south of the river”.

Come on Tfl, you are being paid good

money. Pull your fingers out!

I would like to take this opportunity to

list the three best things that have

happened to the cab trade.

1.  The formation of the London Cab 

Drivers’ Club

2. The introduction of the identifiers   

(a huge thanks to my friend and 

colleague Grant Davis et al)

3. Hailo

Why is it that when honest cabbies

want something done, they have to do

it themselves?

My final thought for this month refers

to my colleague Peter Cannon’s

articles in the Badge. I am appalled to

hear and to read about the activities

by HALTS that is, the Heathrow Airport

Licensed Taxi Society. 

They continue to ignore TfL’s

insistence that fares must be charged

by the taximeter from the airport,

rather than their overcharging system

for unsuspecting customers. This too

is giving the cab trade a bad name.

There have been many meetings and

discussions about this, as described

by Peter Cannon in The Badge

newspaper, and I am pleased that

Peter continues to fight the good

fight. 

I am both saddened and disturbed

to learn that the Chairman of

HALTS, Mr Colin Evans, is Lower

Warden of the Worshipful Company

of Hackney Carriage Drivers, which

in effect means that he is in line to

become Master of the ‘Worshipful

Company’.
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“Come on, play the game everyone”

Views of Butterboy Graham
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Well hello there campers how the

devil are you? How was crimbo?

Seems like an age but it is great to be

back. Did you make any New Year’s

Resolutions? 

Fresh from my trip tom St Lucia, mine

was to be a new healthier, fitter and

better man. Well I'm not sure about the

last one but with all the turbulence at

BBC London I decided to make some

improvements. 

I started with the 7 days juice plan.

Now I case you have never heard

about it, this geezer Jason Vale (The

Juice Master) has worked out a way to

lose 7 lbs. in 7 days. What does it

entail? Well you eat nothing and I mean

nothing for a week. All you have is 5

specially conceived juices a day. It was

the toughest thing I have ever done. I

was dreaming of food. By the end of

the week I had consumed 85 apples

and copious amounts of pineapple,

kale, ginger, broccoli, avocado, spinach

and beetroot. I hated every second of it

but I did lose 8 lbs.

Last week was the bowel cleanse (the

least said about that the better)   

Now for the really tough bit. I am doing

Insanity. It requires training for 60 days

with only one day off per week. I am in

my first week and am walking like John

Wayne still on the horse. Somebody

shouted "Eddie you need ore

roughage" the other day. That is how

tough it is. I am promised by the end of

it I will have a body to die for - or be

dead.

I was going to post the before pic but I

realised the before pic without the after

pic is just a fat guy. So that bit will have

to wait but rest assured I will keep you

updated, whether you want to know or

not

How did you all feel about lance

Armstrong's admission of drug taking

on Oprah?

Narcissist is not a word I use often or

even understood until I saw him on

there. "I wanted to take control of the

narrative" doesn't that mean I wanted to

tell my story?

I used to admire that guy. Somebody

bought me his book when I was sick

and in it I found great courage and

strength. Looks like that was all tosh

now. He took drugs and denied it for a

decade, destroying people's lives in the

process. But why is he "coming clean"

now?

Apparently he wants to compete in

triathlons. I hope that doesn't happen. I

am not saying he should be hanged or

anything but surely he is the worst of a

very bad bunch. The worst cheat of all

times. Ahead of Ben Johnson, Hansie

Cronje, Marion Jones and Tonya

Harding.

I wonder if that played any part in all

the money he raised for cancer

research with his foundation. Just like

Jimmy Saville, you do wonder whether

it was a ruse to stop people finding out

the truth, that he is not a very nice man

Talking about men who are not nice

how on earth did Marion Balloteli

management persuade anyone to part

with £20 million. All his best work has

been off the pitch. 

Yes I will miss him but not for

footballing reasons.  

Before I go I just have to give my

sympathy to Eden Hazard. In case you

have been living on planet Zod and

haven't heard. Some little scoundrel of

a ball boy decided he was going to lay

on the ball in order to waste time for his

side. Hazard tries to kick the ball from

under him and is now looking at a

lengthy ban. I can’t think what might

have happened to that little so and so

had they been playing on Hackney

Marshes.

New juice diet for Eddie by Eddie Nestor

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

RumShop: Fridays from 10pm 

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black

Manchester United Redcast
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MONDAY & TUESDAY NIGHT

CABBY SPECIAL

£7.95 FISH AND CHIPS 
and a cup of tea. Dine in only

King’s Square, off Central Street EC1
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By Micky Walker

THE GAME’S 

FINISHED SON
“The game’s finished” is an oft-

quoted saying that we have all

heard and I dare say many of us

have said ourselves. I first heard

this at traffic lights when on my

C90 doing the Knowledge, where

more than one cab driver urged

me to give it up as it wasn’t worth

the bother. That was in 1978!

Ever since I have been told by

drivers or read in trade papers that

the cab trade has got no more

than five years left in it. I think that

most of us are not quite such

“doom and gloomers” but those

that have been “out” for a number

of years will think that times were

better when they started than they

are now.

Clearing out my loft recently I

came across a lot of old accounts

paperwork and although they were

far from complete, there was

enough information for me to test

whether or not I am worse off

today. My feeling was that I am

considerably worse off driving a

cab today that when I first started

out. The earliest paperwork I found

was for 1982 and I matched this

against my records for 2009, a full

year of the current recession.

I had to adjust the 1982 takings

to match 2009 as I worked more

shifts in the former year. I found

that my overall 2009 takings were

virtually 400% higher than the

adjusted 1982 figures. This on its

own means nothing so I compared

it to National Average Income

(NAI).  I found that my takings had

only slightly deteriorated against

NAI. 

Bearing in mind that during this

period the rich in this country have

grown richer and the poor have

grown poorer, I could be worse off

today or better off but either way

there is likely very little difference.

So, I tested it again by using

inflation. The Retail Price Index

(RPI) is the most useful tool for

gauging inflation of the dosh in our

pockets but, of course, we cab

drivers have our own “RPI” in the

form of the tariff cost index.

Against the RPI, my takings in

2009 bought more than they did in

1982. I still didn’t quite believe it so

I checked against two of the major

cost items in the tariff cost index –

a new cab and diesel. I found that

the increase in the cost of a new

cab went up by almost, but not

quite, the same rate as my takings.

Diesel came as a real surprise,

increasing at a rate significantly

less than my takings.

I had to admit to myself that

despite my “common sense”

notions that I was much worse off

in 2009, the figures suggest that I

was better off than in 1982. I doubt

many will believe me but there it is.

However, this must be qualified by

saying that these figures only apply

to me and does not mean the

same applies to any other cab

driver.

Perhaps the game isn’t finished

after all!

LEON DANIELS
In the last issue of The Badge,

we were asked if we had any

questions to ask Leon Daniels in a

forthcoming interview. I’ve got a

couple. For starters, could he be

asked if he has had a bet to see

how far he can wind up our

trade?

Not satisfied with collapsing

our trade during The Olympics

with the largely unnecessary

Olympic Road Network

Scheme and giving free public

transport travel to and from the

Olympic sites to ticket holders,

he then tells all and sundry

what a success it all was for

London’s business.

In November he gave his

managing director’s report to

the Surface Transport Panel at

TFL. Could somebody please

tell him that Private Hire

operators are exactly that – not

minicab operators as he

appears to think they are

called. Also inform him that

Private Hire vehicles are

exactly that or even PHVs but

not minicabs. If the guv’nors

are not able to call them by

their correct titles, what chance

for the public at large. Either

that or change the Private Hire

Act, 1998 to The Minicab Act,

2013. We all know they are

known as minicabs commonly

but y’know, when you are

giving an official report the

proper monickers should be

perhaps used.

Remember STaN? The

TFL/Met police initiative that

dreamed up PH satellite tout

shops in clubs and bars with

PH ranks outside and decided it

would be better to leave

“legitimate” minicab touts alone

and concentrate on the sex

pests masquerading as touts. It

ain’t gone away and is still alive

and kicking and Mr Daniels

gave an update on it.

During the first two phases of

the current STaN initiative in

the last quarter of 2012, there

was a student-focussed ad

campaign. This consisted of

cinema ads, police leaflet

distribution, along “be safe at

night” lines. Fair enough you

may think. 

However, much of this

focussed on advertising

CABWISE, an app to make

contacting “minicab operators”

much easier. Could somebody

ask Mr Daniels if he is aware

that there are also several apps

for ordering taxis and could he

please add them to 

CABWISE?
On the plus side, Old Bill did

arrest 100 touts over an 18 day

period. Not bad on the face of it

until you work out that that

equates to 5 a day. They could

do a 100 touts outside Abacus

on a Thursday night easily if

they applied the Private Hire

Act, 1998 properly.

Mr Daniels owned and built up

the UKs largest private bus

company until he sold out in

1998 to First Bus, taking a

managerial role in the latter

until TFL came calling. He has

also been a director on the UK

Bus Board since 2000. 

Could he be asked if he or his

staff were ever particularly

upset by cab drivers and if this

is the reason he appears to be

determined to use and assist

Private Hire to drive our trade

into the ground?

Possibly we are still giving his

bus and coach drivers a hard

time in the two London-based

companies he still has an

interest in?

One thing is for sure – he

doesn’t appear to like us very

much.

Walker on the March....
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Roy Jones was the world's best

boxer in 1999 when Steve Collins

wrecked his victory celebrations and

climbed through the ropes and

challenged him to a fight.
"He ran like a child," remembered Collins.

"I knew that he was not interested and

would never be interested in giving me the

fight that would get me back in the ring."

It was in Florida where Collins issued his

challenge. Just seconds earlier Jones had

knocked out Richard Frazier in two, one-

sided rounds; Jones was fighting at light-

heavyweight at that time and would move

through the weights, winning a legitimate

portion of the world heavyweight title in

2003, and he is still fighting now.

A few months ago a throwaway comment

by Collins, the type that fighters throw like

lazy jabs, upset Jones. It was nothing too

outrageous but, after a bit of mischief online,

the quote by Collins led to the pair speaking

over the phone. The phone call led to the

two fighters agreeing terms, including a split

for the money, and it now looks like they will

finally fight. "I said a couple of things about

Roy being scared of me. It got him a bit

annoyed, we spoke and now there will be a

fight. I clearly said the right thing," said

Collins, who was renowned for his ability to

upset his opponents in the days and weeks

before fights.

Collins, who is 48 and has not fought

since the summer of 1997, retired as WBO

super-middleweight champion. "I had been

asking for Jones to fight me for years – we

were the last two left at the weight. He had

beaten all the Americans and I had taken

care of all the Europeans [Collins beat Chris

Eubank and Nigel Benn twice in world title

fights]. I had to go and confront him in the

end."

Jones has fought 29 times since Collins

last did but it has not been an endless line

of glory and now, at 44, he can look back

on a decade spent flitting in and out of a

boxing twilight zone of denial. There are too

many images of Jones out cold or taking a

beating in recent years. If Collins was not on

the horizon, Jones would still be fighting.

If Jones was not still fighting then Collins

insists that he would simply be enjoying life.

This is not strictly about the money. "It's not

a comeback, I don't have to fight again,"

insisted Collins, who has been in the gym

hitting things since before Christmas. "This

is just about me getting the only fight I ever

wanted – I get Jones and I will knock him

out now like I would have done 17 years

ago. I told him that, he was not very

happy."

Last year there was the disturbing image

of Ricky Hatton collapsing in a comeback

fight after just three years out of the boxing

ring. Dozens of other fighters train hard,

suck in their bellies and give it another go

after breaks of between three and 15

years. It can end in pain, like Hatton, or just

in frustration that the timing and desire are

sadly no longer working in tandem.

The Collins and Jones fight could be

different and would certainly be an event

wherever it ends up. Dubai and South

Africa remain favourite destinations for the

ultimate "unfinished business" fight, but

Malta and Ireland could come in with

late offers.

Jones has been active but has looked

far too vulnerable and easy to hit in the

last few years. Collins has everything to

gain and, win or lose, he will still be

remembered for the Eubank and Benn

wins. There will be full medical tests for

Collins, including MRI scans, and when

he gets his licence, which he will, the

fight will take place and it will not be the

biggest freak show of 2013.

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

A belated Happy New Year to you all

and it is at this time of the year that

all roads lead firmly to Cheltenham.

In next month’s issue we will have a

bumper preview of the Festival and

hopefully be guiding you towards a

few winners.
There are two important races in

February which could have big implications

on races at the Festival. The Betfair Hurdle

(Saturday 9th February), run over 2 miles

half a furlong at Newbury could be a

pointer to the Champion Hurdle and some

of the big handicaps.  Also the Irish

Hennessy Gold Cup (Saturday 9th

February) run over 3 miles at

Leopardstown.

The first race we will look at is the Betfair

Hurdle.  One of the most competitive

hurdle races of the year with prize money

of £152,000 up for grabs.  Only two horses

in the last ten years have carried more than

11 stone, the other eight races were won

by horses carrying 10 stone 9lb or less.  

Nicky Henderson has a very good record

in this race and has four entered.  My Tent

or Yours (11 stone, 6 years old, odds 9/2)

has been the gamble of races but a recent

win has pushed his weight up to 11 stone

and as we go to print he was not certain to

run.

Cash and Go (10 stone 10lb, 6 year old,

odds 12/1) was favourite for the Ladbrooke

Handicap at Ascot on 22nd December but

fell early on.  Would have a big chance.

Forgotten Voice (10 stone 3lb, 8 years

old, 25/1) would need good ground to run

Punjabi (10 stone 10lb, 10 years old,

odds 20/1), an interesting runner who won

the Champion Hurdle in 2009.  The trainer

was quoted as saying that he may not win

another Champion Hurdle but in a

handicap off of 10 stone 10lb would be

very competitive.

Pearl Swan (10 stone 11lb, 5 years old,

odds 10/1) trained by last year’s winning

trainer Paul Nicholls.  Has an entry in the

Champion Hurdle and some of the

handicaps interesting runner but not for

me. 

Cotton Mill (10 stone 10lb, 6 years old,

odds 12/1) trained by John Ferguson was

running a big race in last year’s Neptune

Hurdle at the Cheltenham Festival and he

was in front and still going well when

veering out at the second last.  It is very

interesting that he has been dropped back

to 2 miles having run over 2 and a half plus

in all his other races.  He has not run yet

this season because he has been waiting

for better ground.  If he gets the ground he

would have a big chance.

My recommendations would be to back

two horses to win rather than one each

way so I’ll have a one point win bet on

Cash and Go and a 1 point win bet on

Cotton Mill.

Irish Hennessy Gold Cup – 3 mile Chase

Leopardstown

What a fantastic race which could have

huge repercussions on the Cheltenham

Gold Cup betting with Flemenstar, Sir Des

Champ, Tidal Bay, all set to repose again

after a bunch finish in the Lexus Chase run

on 28th December at Punchestown.

In the Lexus Tidal Bay came with a late

run to beat First Lieutenant by a head

Flemenstar ¾ lengths back in third with Sir

Des Champ a short head further back in

fourth.  Add to the mix Sizing Europe who

is a former winner of the Queen Mother

Champion Chase at the Cheltenham

Festival and is unbeaten in all three starts

this year.  You can see what a great race it

is building up to be.

Quito De La Roque who was in very good

form last year but has performed badly this

year and bounce4d back to form with a

good win at Thurles on 17th January and if

he has turned the corner and is back to his

best would be in with a shout. Not really a

race to bet in, more a race to savour.

However if you put a gun to my head I’d

recommend Flemenstar as my selection.

Ante Post 

I don’t often tip horses ante post will

all the pitfalls that can happen between

now and the race but one horse I can

recommend a bet for is in the Grand

National at Aintree on April 6th.  It is the

Willie Mullins trained horse Prince De

Beauchene and has been kept to

hurdles this year to protect his

handicap mark over fences and I

remember the trainer being very bullish

about this horse before a training

setback meant he had to miss last

year’s race.  I recommend a 3 point win

bet at 16/1 with William Hill.

Cheltenham Festival Competition

I have been overwhelmed with the

response to the competition and have

been informed that the winner will be

announced in next month’s edition.

Anyway until then Be Lucky and don’t

give too much to those awful bookie

chappies!

The Marksman

Steve Bunce

Steve Colins vs 
Roy Jones is on!
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Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Peace of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW AIRPORT
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport

working hard on the 

trades behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint

Ranks committee working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “ Cab 

Trades “ reaction. The 

Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with

the Mayors Office, TFL ,

LTPH, Corporation Of 

London, BAA, and all Local

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? As a member 

of the Club, we can 

alleviate the stress by 

dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax



C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

�Overhauls
�Servicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£7.00 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

BECKS CAFÈ
Breakfast & Grill
28 Red Lion Street
Holborn WC1R 4PS

Open Mon/Fri 7am till 10pm
Sat 7am till 3pm 
then reopen from 7pm till 10 pm
Pastas * Grills * Steaks 
* Fish * Omelettes *

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857

72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

0203 581 7100
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